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1 Abstract 

The Gram-negative, symbiotic and nitrogen-fixing bacterium Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 

(NGR234) is able to nodulate over 120 different legume plant genera (Pueppke, Broughton 

1999a). No other bacterium is currently known with such a broad host range. In recent 

years, notable achievements in deciphering the mechanisms responsible for this exceptional 

host range were accomplished. However there are still significant gaps in understanding the 

involved inter- and intraspecific communication mechanisms and their role in host range. To 

further identify possible molecular mechanisms linked to the biological phenomenon of 

broad host range two lines of work were followed: 

First, population-wide and global transcriptome studies indicated that NGR234 has two 

major quorum sensing regulons each controlling several hundred genes. The traI/R regulon 

exclusively controls 130 genes, whereby the ngrI/R system regulates 280 genes. Additionally, 

186 genes are co-regulated by both quorum sensing systems. To obtain these data a 

NGR234-traI and a NGR234-ngrI deletion mutant were constructed, and their 

transcriptomes compared with the corresponding transcriptome of the wild type strain. In 

general, flagellar and Type 4 pilus genes were regulated as well as genes for the biosynthesis 

of exopolysaccharides. Astonishingly, the second T3SS seemed to be regulated in both 

mutants, although no function could be identified for this secretion system so far. Further, 

we analyzed the transcriptome of a newly constructed NGR234-traI-ngrI double 

deletion mutant to better understand the processes in the absence of any autoinducer. The 

surprising finding in the background of this mutant was that 98 % of the genes encoded on 

the symbiotic plasmid pNGR234a were upregulated. Among the highest upregulated genes 

were the repABC genes and this probably resulted in a general increase of the copy number 

of the pNGR234a replicon. The increase in copy number and repABC transcription was linked 

to the high level expression of two hitherto not identified small open reading frames (ORFs), 

located in the intergenic region between repA and traI. These novel ORFs were designated 

repX, probably coding for a 58 aa protein and repA0, probably encoding a 143 aa protein. 

Both ORFs were highly transcribed in the absence of autoinducer in NGR234-traI-ngrI 

but not in the presence of autoinducers or in wild type. In line with this finding, it was 

observed that symbiotic proteins such as the nodulation outer membrane proteins 

NopABCLPX were produced in the NGR234-traI-ngrI but not in the wild type and in the 
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absence of plant-released flavonoids. Similar, the NGR234-traI-ngrI produced sufficient 

levels of nodulation factor to induce root hair curling in the absence of plant-released 

flavonoids. In addition to NGR234-traI-ngrI, NGR234-traI and NGR234-ngrI, the 

deletion mutants NGR234-traM and NGR234-traR were constructed and tested for the 

copy number of their symbiotic plasmid pNGR234a. 

Second, and in addition to the population-wide studies, single cell analyses were 

performed. Therefore, seven promoter fusions were constructed and mobilized into NGR234 

wild type cells and some of those additionally into a NGR234-traI and a NGR234-ngrI 

mutant, using the DsRed2 protein as marker. Our tests implied that under laboratory 

conditions high levels of phenotypic heterogeneous gene expression exist. Tests indicated 

that heterogeneity was highest after 24 h growth for the PtraI and PngrI and after 48 h 

growth in case of the PdlhR and PqsdR1 promoter fusions. The percentage of fluorescing 

cells in case of PtraI and PngrI were nearly 31 % for PtraI and nearly 40 % for PngrI after 24 h 

and nearly 40 % for PdlhR and nearly 48 % for PqsdR1 after 48 h growth. 

Thereby, we provided strong evidence that under laboratory conditions surprisingly many 

genes in NGR234 are heterogeneously regulated especially the two autoinducer synthase 

genes traI and ngrI. However, the addition of external autoinducer and the addition of plant 

exudates led to a homogenization of the culture. These results imply that there are 

e ha is s that a  o e ite NG‘ s hete oge eous ge e egulatio  a d that 

heterogeneity may perhaps be not of high relevance in rhizospheres. 

Most results of this work were published in Krysciak et al. 2014, Appl Environ Microbiol, 

Grote et al. 2014, Appl Environ Microbiol, and Grote & Krysciak et al. 2016, unpublished 

manuscript.   
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 and its symbiosis with plants 

The α-proteobacterium Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 (subsequently referred to as 

NGR234) was the fastest growing isolate from root nodules of the Fabacea Lablab purpureus 

(Trinick 1980). Since its discovery, NGR234 attracted the interest of ongoing research, 

because it is able to nodulate more than 110 different plant genera, which is unique in the 

rhizobial world  (Pueppke, Broughton 1999a).  

NGR234 carries a tripartite genome with a chromosome (cNGR234) and two mega 

plasmids pNGR234a and pNGR234b. Already in the mid-1990s, the first sequencing of the 

pNGR234a replicon was initiated to better understand the phenomenon of broad host 

range. The symbiotic plasmid (pNGR234a; 0.5 Mbp) was the first genomic part to be 

sequenced and analyzed according to the symbiosis-related genes. It comprises the nitrogen 

fixation genes (nif/fix genes) and the nodulation genes (nod) that are all required for a 

successful symbiosis. Additionally, many genes of the symbiotic plasmid show a high identity 

to genes of the Agrobacterium tumor inducing (Ti) plasmid leading to the assumption that 

both genera have a common ancestor (Freiberg et al. 1997). In 2004, two fragments of the 

megaplasmid were sequenced. This led to the hypothesis that many genes of the 

megaplasmid are not strain specific, because they share high similarities to genes in other 

organisms (Streit et al. 2004). Finally, in 2009, the whole genome sequence of the strain was 

published. The main essential genes required for growth are encoded on the chromosome 

(cNGR234; 6.9 Mbp). The majority of all genes that are encoded on the megaplasmid 

(pNGR234b; 2.4 Mbp) are nonessential. An additional feature of the symbiotic plasmid is the 

encoded quorum sensing (QS) system, similar to that of A. tumefaciens. A second QS system 

is encoded on the chromosome (Schmeisser et al. 2009a).  

Besides the sequencing projects researchers focused on unravelling specific proteins, e.g. 

NopP/NopM, or substances, e.g. exo-oligosaccharides, required for a NGR234-legume 

symbiosis (e.g. Broughton et al. 2006; Skorpil et al. 2005; Staehelin et al. 2006; Xin et al. 

2012).  

In general, rhizobia start colonizing the root by exchanging signal molecules with the 

plant root. Plant cells continuously release flavonoids, secondary plant metabolites that are 

recognized by the Rhizobia. As an answer to these substances, bacteria release nod factors, 
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lipochitooligosaccharides with various functional groups that are themselves recognized by 

the plants. After this molecule-exchange the root hair starts curling and an infection thread 

is formed, through which the bacteria can enter the plant root cells. The bacteria inside the 

root differentiate into another phenotypic state called bacteroids and start fixing nitrogen. 

The synthesized ammonium can afterwards be metabolized by the plant, whereby the plant 

delivers carbon sources needed for survival to the bacterial cells (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: General events during early stages of a symbiosis event between a plant and Rhizobia. A) Bacteria 

colonize a plant root hair and the signal exchange between the plant and the attached bacteria takes 

place. B) The root hair curls as an answer to the bacterial nod factor signals. C) An infection thread is 

formed, through which the rhizobia can enter the plant root. Bacteria develop into bacteroids inside 

the root cells. D) The bacteroids in the nodules start fixing the gaseous nitrogen to turn it into 

ammonium, which can then be utilized by the plant. 

 

To get a better understanding of the changes inside the root of a plant as an answer to 

bacterial invasion, Boukli et al. took a closer look into the plant response to NGR234 s 

released nod factors via 2D-PAGE and expression analyses. Thereby, they discovered a 

change in the H
+
-translocating ATPase level inside the roots. This pump generates the proton 

electrochemical gradient and can be located in the vacuole membrane or any other 

secondary membrane within a plant cell. The up-regulation of this protein suggests an 

involvement in the symbiosis process between plants and NGR234 (Boukli et al. 2007). 

An additional study that uncovered details on the transcriptomic behavior of NGR234 

bacteroids was published in 2013 by Li et al. (Li et al. 2013). The researchers analyzed two 

different nodule types, spherical and elongated, from two different legumes and compared 
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the transcriptomes with each other and with exponentially free living bacteria. Most of the 

up-regulated genes in bacteroids compared to the free living cells were found on the 

symbiotic plasmid pNGR234a that was already described as necessary for symbiosis 

(Freiberg et al. 1997; Schmeisser et al. 2009). General features for both non-growing 

bacteroid samples are the down-regulation of for example ribosomes, flagellar assembly, 

aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, DNA replication and cell division genes. Mainly up-regulated 

genes were the ABC transporters, especially for phosphonate and sulfonate, and Type III 

secretion system (T3SS) related genes. In nodules from Leuconostoc lecocephala the exo 

genes, responsible for the synthesis of exopolysaccharides, genes necessary for the synthesis 

of rhamnan O-antigen, important for the nodulation process and the pqq-gene cluster, 

responsible for the synthesis of the cofactor pyrroloquinoline that is needed for the activity 

of many oxidoreductases, were up-regulated while in Vigna unguiculata only parts of these 

clusters were regulated. This leads to the assumption that there are regulatory differences 

between bacteroids from different legume hosts (Li et al. 2013). The QS systems of NGR234, 

described in chapter 2.2, were not found to be differently regulated in the nodules in 

comparison to free living cells (Li et al. 2013). This shows the subordinated role of the QS 

systems inside the root nodules.  

2.2 Quorum sensing (QS) and quorum quenching (QQ) 

Bacterial QS systems are cell density-dependent networks, through which bacteria 

coordinate the cell behavior from a single cell level at low cell densities to multicellular levels 

at high cell densities (Waters, Bassler 2005). For this, bacteria synthesize, release and detect 

small diffusible signaling molecules, named autoinducers (AIs). Five main groups of AI 

molecules are described in detail: acyl-homoserine lactones (AHLs) synthesized by a large 

number of Gram-negative bacteria, oligopeptides mainly used by Gram-positive bacteria, ɣ-

butyrolactones produced by Streptomyces, and signaling molecules belonging to the AI-2 

family that are probably used for interspecies communication (Garg et al. 2014; Waters, 

Bassler 2005). The class of AI-3 molecules is so far only described in the E. coli serotype 

O157:H7 as second AI system of this strain (Sperandio et al. 2003). In addition to the 

previously mentioned classes, more systems and signal classes were described in the past 

years. Schaefer et al. describe a new class of homoserine lactones that consist of a p-

coumaroyl rather than of a long carbon chain added to the homoserine lactone moiety. The 

molecule was first described for Rhodopseudomonas palustris but was afterwards also found 
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in other bacteria, e.g. Bradyrhizobium sp. or Silicibacter pomeroyi (Schaefer et al. 2008). 

Another system linked to QS is the quinolone signaling pathway, which was first described in 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa and directly interferes with the AHL QS systems of P. aeruginosa 

(Diggle et al. 2007; Dubern, Diggle 2008; Pesci et al. 1999).  

The first described AHL-dependent QS system is the one from Vibrio fischeri, a symbiont 

of the squid Euprymna scolopes (Nealson et al. 1970). In this bacterium, the QS system 

regulates, besides others, the transcription of genes responsible for the bioluminescence 

(Nealson, Hastings 1979). The AI synthase produces the AHL that diffuses through the 

membrane into the environment and back again. If a certain threshold of AI concentration in 

the environment is reached, the AI can bind to the LuxR regulator that afterwards changes 

its conformation. In this new conformation the regulator can bind to the lux box , consisting 

of a 20 bp conserved inverted repeat sequence, in the promoter region of the AI synthase as 

well as the lux operon and activate their transcription leading to luminescence (Figure 2; 

Garg et al. 2014; Sitnikov et al. 1995; Waters, Bassler 2005). In general, QS networks regulate 

functions like bacterial biofilm formation, conjugal transfer of Ti plasmids, antibiotic 

exoenzyme transcription or pectinases and many more (Uroz et al. 2009). 
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Figure 2: Scheme of the Vibrio fischeri quorum sensing system. The autoinducer synthase LuxI synthesizes 

the acyl-homoserine lactones (AHL, yellow pentagons) that diffuse through the membranes (IM, 

inner membrane; OM, outer membrane). When a threshold concentration of AHLs is reached, the 

molecules bind to the LuxR regulator. Afterwards the complex binds to the promoter region of the 

luxICDABE operon and activates their transcription, leading to luminescence (figure according to 

Garg et al. 2014; Sitnikov et al. 1995; Waters, Bassler 2005). 

 

In plant-associated bacteria, most individuals sense their population density by AHLs, like 

V. fischeri (Sanchez-Contreras et al. 2007). Thereby, the AIs can, beside other effects, 

modulate the plant immunity or its development (Hartmann, Schikora 2012). As already 

mentioned in chapter 2.1, NGR234 encodes for two different AI systems. The genomic 

organization is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Genomic organization of the two autoinducer systems of NGR234. A) The chromosomally encoded 

ngrI/R system and B) the traI/R system encoded on the symbiotic plasmid. 

 

The regulators, NgrR and TraR, as well as the AI synthases, NgrI and TraI, function in a 

similar way as described for the corresponding enzymes in V. fischeri (Gonzalez, Marketon 

2003). Additionally to the standard components of V. fischeri, NGR234 s ge o e codes for 

an antiactivator TraM (Schmeisser et al. 2009). The function of TraM was first described in 

the plant pathogen Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Fuqua et al. 1995; Hwang et al. 1995). TraM 

is a direct antagonist of TraR and inhibits the transcription of traI. Therefore, TraM directly 

binds to TraR, leading to a conformational change that prevents TraR from binding to its 

target promoter region (Chen et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2000; Swiderska et al. 2001). A second 

feature of the traI/R system is the modulator of the traM expression QseC. QseC was first 

described in Mesorhizobium loti where it represses traM transcription by binding to operator 

sites within the promoter region of traM. By this mechanism, QseC is proposed to restrict 

quorum sensing and ICEM/Sym
R7A

, an integrative and conjugative element, transfer to a 

small proportion of the population. NGR234 encodes a qseC upstream of traM, which leads 

to the hypothesis that the regulatory mechanism of QseC in NGR234 as a modulator might 

be equal to that of M. loti (Ramsay et al. 2013).  

The antagonist of QS is quorum quenching (QQ). This term describes mechanisms that 

interfere with bacterial cell-cell communication. The system is of importance when, for 

example, a plant defends itself, by disrupting the QS network of an invading pathogen 

(Waters, Bassler 2005). QQ can be achieved by: I) inhibiting the recognizing enzymes by 

inhibiting the synthase; II) synthesizing a molecule of an analogues structure to the AI 

molecule that binds to the sensor recognition site of the target molecule and thereby 

disrupting the sensing process; III) changing surrounding abiotic factors like pH or 
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temperature; IV) degrading the AI molecule by enzymatic activity. So far, four different 

enzyme classes are known to be able to degrade AIs, namely lactonases, aminohydrolases, 

oxido-reductases, oxidases and a recently identified enzyme cleaving the PQS signal from 

Pseudomonas (Müller et al. 2014; Uroz et al. 2009). 

NGR234 codes for at least six genes that are probably involved in AHL degradation, 

namely dlhR, qsdR1, qsdR2, aldR and hitR-hydR. All genes were identified during a function-

based screen for AI hydrolyzing enzymes. Another screen with heterologous expressed DlhR 

and QsdR1 confirmed their activity towards AHL degradation. Both enzymes are lactonases, 

cleaving the lactone ring of the AI molecule. NGR234 probably needs the QQ enzymes for a 

strict control of the AI concentration especially in the root rhizosphere, where an 

overexpression of either of the QQ genes leads to a strong inhibited root colonization 

phenotype (Krysciak et al. 2011). Additionally, these findings support the hypothesis that the 

AI signals are very important for a normal root colonization process.  

 Since the discovery of the phenomenon called phenotypic heterogeneity, described 

in chapter 2.3, QS- and QQ-networks, which were always thought to display a group-

behavioral mechanism, are now under revision.  

2.3 Phenotypic heterogeneity (Grote et al. 2015) 

In recent years the phenomenon of phenotypic heterogeneity has moved into the focus 

of many research projects. It describes non-genetic variations in an otherwise isogenic 

population. This phenomenon is of advantage as it assists a small subpopulation within a 

larger population surviving rapidly changing environmental conditions (Ackermann 2015; 

Davidson, Surette 2008; de Jong et al. 2011; Dhar, McKinney 2007; Dubnau, Losick 2006; 

Grote et al. 2015; Smits et al. 2006; Veening et al. 2008a).  

One of the best-studied and longest known examples for phenotypic heterogeneity are 

persister cells (Grote et al. 2015). These cells enter a different physiological state, by which 

they can survive antibiotic treatments. The phenomenon was first observed by Brigger, who 

treated exponentially growing isogenic and antibiotic sensitive Streptococcus pyogenes with 

penicillin and found surviving cells (Bigger 1944). The main regulatory switch leading to 

persistence is the toxin-antitoxin level within a cell, whereby a certain threshold 

concentration of the toxin finally leads to the molecular switching in cell morphology 

(Bertram, Schuster 2014; Maisonneuve, Gerdes 2014; Schuster, Bertram 2013).  
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Other examples for phenotypic heterogeneity are the spontaneous prophage induction, 

movement, bacterial competence or metabolic activities (Grote et al. 2015). A list with 

further examples is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Recent examples of phenotypic heterogeneity in bacterial isogenic populations (Grote et al. 2015). 

Phenotypic heterogeneity 

traits 

 

Microorganisms References 

Persister cells, resistance to 

antibiotics and heavy 

metals 

Staphyolococcus sp,. E. coli, 

S. typhimurium, P. aeruginosa and 

others 

(Conlon 2014; 

Helaine, Kugelberg 

2014; Lewis 2010; 

Maisonneuve, Gerdes 

2014) and references 

herein 

SOS response
a
 E. coli, C. glutamicum (Kamensek et al. 

2010; Nanda et al. 

2014) 

Response to peptide 

antibiotics  

B. subtilis (Kesel et al. 2013) 

Prophage induction C. glutamicum, S. oneidensis, 

S. pneumoniae 

(Carrolo et al. 2010; 

Godeke et al. 2011; 

Nanda et al. 2014) 

Quorum sensing, 

autoinducer synthesis 

genes 

V. campbellii, V. fischeri, 

L.  monocytogenes, D. shibae, P. 

syringae, P. putida, S. fredii, S. meliloti 

(Anetzberger et al. 

2009; Anetzberger et 

al. 2012a; 

Anetzberger et al. 

2012b; Carcamo-

Oyarce et al. 2015; 

Garmyn et al. 2011; 

Grote et al. 2014; 

Hense et al. 2012; 

Patzelt et al. 2013; 

Perez, Hagen 2010; 

Pradhan, Chatterjee 

2014; Schluter et al. 

2015)  

 

Arabinose utilization E. coli (Fritz et al. 2014; 

Megerle et al. 2008) 

Poly-hydroxy-butyrate 

utilization 

S. meliloti (Ratcliff, Denison 

2011) 

Secretion related genes S. fredii (Grote et al. 2014) 

Quorum quenching genes S. fredii (Grote et al. 2014) 

Motility, secondary flagella 

formation 

S. putrefaciens, S. typhimurium (Bubendorfer et al. 

2014; Stewart et al. 

2011) 
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Table 1 (continued)  

Biofilm escape, motility 

after putrisolvin production 

P. putida (Carcamo-Oyarce et 

al. 2015) 

Genomic island 

excision/transfer 

M. loti, P. knackmussii (Ramsay et al. 2013) 

(Minoia et al. 2008; 

Miyazaki et al. 2012) 

Bacterial competence, DNA 

uptake 

B. subtilis, S. mutans (Hamoen et al. 2003; 

Lemme et al. 2011; 

Smits et al. 2005; Son 

et al. 2012) 

Sporulation B. subtilis (Chung et al. 1994; 

Siebring et al. 2014; 

Veening et al. 2008b) 

Colony heterogeneity S. aureus (Koch et al. 2014) 

Increased lag phase E. coli (Fridman et al. 2014) 

Surface pilus S. pneumoniae (De Angelis et al. 

2011) 

Myo-inositol utilization S. enterica (Kroger et al. 2011) 

Biofilm formation S. enterica, B. subtilis (Chai et al. 2008; 

Grantcharova et al. 

2010) 

Antibiotic production S. coelicor  (Mehra et al. 2008) 
a
SOS response is in part linked to the formation of persister cells, see reference (Maisonneuve, Gerdes 

2014) and references herein 

2.3.1 Phenotypic heterogeneity in QS systems 

As already mentioned in chapter 2.2, quorum sensing is thought to be a mechanism, 

through which cells coordinate a specific cell behavior as a function of the populatio s cell 

density. Newest research results gave evidence that QS does not always lead to an equal cell 

behavior in all isogenic cells of a population but rather ends up in a heterogeneous gene 

regulation (Grote et al. 2015). One of the first descriptions of a heterogeneous response to 

QS signals was described for V. fischeri. In this bacterium the bioluminescence that depends 

on the AI concentration (see chapter 2.2) is turned on individually by every single cell with 

regard to response time and brightness (Perez, Hagen 2010). A similar observation was 

described for V. harveyi, recently reclassified as Vibrio campbellii, where the 

bioluminescence is controlled by QS and heterogeneous as well. Despite the general belief 

that at high cell densities, which means high AI concentrations, all cells of a population 

luminesce, only 69 % of the cells started to glow. And equal to V. fischeri, the strength of the 

luminescence varied throughout the glowing cells. Beside the luminescence genes, other AI 

dependent genes were heterogeneously expressed in V. campbellii as well (Anetzberger et 

al. 2009; Anetzberger et al. 2012b).  
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An example for AI-linked heterogeneity apart from bioluminescence was described for 

Dinoroseobacter shibae. In this organism the cell morphology is regulated by the three 

synthesized AIs and is highly variable. Only if one of the three AI synthases is deleted, all 

bacteria of this culture have the same morphology (Patzelt et al. 2013).  

The AI systems of Pseudomonas syringae and Xanthomonas campestris are 

heterogeneously expressed in these two strains in laboratory culture. The heterogeneity 

cannot be influenced by the addition of external AI, which leads to the conclusion that the 

regulation of the AI systems is not a direct response to the synthesized AIs (Pradhan, 

Chatterjee 2014).  

Despite these examples for Gram-negative bacteria, it is noteworthy that phenotypic 

heterogeneity with respect to QS exists in Gram-positive strains, too. The arg AI system in 

Listeria monocytogenes, for example, is expressed in a highly heterogeneous manner 

(Garmyn et al. 2011). 

 

2.4 Aims of this study 

This study followed several goals. 

1) Get an idea on the general regulatory networks of both AI-systems in NGR234. 

2) Find some basic principles that are responsible for the spatial and temporal 

distributed phenotypic heterogeneity in NGR234. 

3) Demonstrate the biological significance of phenotypic heterogeneity/ the decrease of 

existing phenotypic heterogeneity. 

The goal of this study was to investigate the two QS systems of S. fredii NGR234 on a 

population wide and on a single cell level. It was intended to get an idea on the regulatory 

networks modulated by the two autoinducer systems of NGR234 and to find out whether 

these data fit into recently published work of close relatives of NGR234. On the other hand, 

the expression levels of the autoinducer levels as well as autoinducer-dependent 

and -indepentent genes should be investigated on a single cell level. Thereby, we would like 

to get an idea about the homogeneity of the expression of certain genes among individual 

cells. This should give a validation of the transcriptional analyses of the autoinducer 

regulatory networks. After the description of the heterogeneous transcription behavior of 

genes in NGR234 we would like to find first hints on the regulatory mechanisms responsible 

for the heterogenous expression on a single cell level. 
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ABSTRACT 

Almost 30 years ago it was shown that plant-released flavonoids induce nodulation 

(nod) genes in the alphaproteobacteria commonly called rhizobia. The corresponding Nod 

proteins produce Nod factors also referred to as chito-lipo-oligosaccharides. Nod factors 

are responsible for root hair curling as one of the primary responses during the onset of 

root nodule development. This signal exchange is believed to be essential for the initiation 

of the nitrogen fixation symbiosis in rhizobia affiliated with the alphaproteobacterial 

phylum. Here we provide evidence that in the broad host range strain Sinorhizobium fredii 

NGR234 the complete lack of autoinducer molecules results in an elevated copy number of 

its symbiotic plasmid pNGR234a and an up to 40-fold increased transcription of all 

symbiotic genes on this replicon. Thereby nod gene transcription is at levels high enough 

to allow Nod factor production and root hair curling in the absence of plant-released 

flavonoids. From an evolutionary point of view this feature appears to be common to 

broad host range strains as it is linked to a highly conserved intergenic region of 803 bp 

between the traI and repA genes of repABC type plasmids and the occurrence of two 

novel, previously not identified, open reading frames, designated repX and repA0. This 

observation implies that quorum sensing regulation attenuates the response to plant-

released flavonoids and it suggests that on a single cell level, when quorum sensing signals 

are not yet available, infection can be successful even in the absence of plant-released 

flavonoids.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The rhizobium–legume symbiosis is considered to be one of the best-studied model 

systems of mutualistic interactions between eukaryotic hosts and the alpha- and 

betaproteobacteria that a e o o l  alled hizo ia . The symbiosis is initiated by a signal 

exchange between the legume plant and the microbe that ideally results in the production 

of nitrogen-fixing plant root nodules
1-3

. The infection depends in part on the release of plant-

produced specific nod gene-inducing flavonoids
2,4-6

. These polyphenolic compounds are 

perceived by bacterial sensors, i.e. NodD proteins that themselves induce expression of 

genes responsible for the synthesis of lipo-chito-oligo-saccharidic Nod factors. The Nod 

factors trigger the nodulation pathway in susceptible legumes. Then, the rhizobia enter the 

root tissue through infection threads in the root hairs, find their way into the cortex, 

multiply and colonize the intracellular spaces in root nodules
2,7

. While most rhizobia and 

closely related species are known to establish a symbiosis with a rather small number of 

plant legume genera some rhizobia have evolved mechanisms that allow them to nodulate a 

larger variety of legume plants. These st ai s ha e ee  desig ated oad host a ge  

strains and they are promiscuous with respect to the selection of their host plants
8
. 

Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 (hereafter NGR234) is well known for its exceptional wide host 

range. It nodulates more than 120 different genera of legumes and the non-legume 

Parasponia andersonii
8,9

. 

The NGR234 tripartite 6.9 Mbp genome encodes for two distinct quorum sensing (QS) 

systems that regulate the expression of genes involved in the cell envelope biosynthesis, 

motility, cofactor metabolism and secretion related genes in this bacterium
10

. One of the 

autoinducer (AI) synthases is designated traI and the second gene is designated ngrI. TraI 

synthesizes an N-(3-oxooctanoyl-)L-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C8-HSL) and ngrI encodes for 

a synthase most likely producing an N-(3-oxododecanoly-)L-homoserine lactone. NgrI is 

encoded on the bacterial chromosome together with its cognate receptor NgrR and TraI is 

encoded on the 0.54 Mbp symbiotic replicon pNGR234a
10-12

. pNGR234a is a repABC type 

plasmid similar to the Agrobacterium tumefaciens Ti plasmid and many of the known 

rhizobial symbiotic plasmids
13,14

. These plasmids are exclusively found within the 

alphaproteobacteria-clade. The NGR234 traI gene is part of a conserved cluster that shares a 

high degree of synteny with the well-studied Ti plasmid of A. tumefaciens
11,12,14

. This 
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conserved cluster includes the repABC genes, the traI gene as well as other genes involved in 

conjugative DNA transfer and plasmid replication.  

Due to the obvious synteny between the repABC plasmids harbored in both 

microorganisms and the known AI-dependent increase in copy number of the A. tumefaciens 

Ti plasmid, we asked if the copy number control of pNGR234a in NGR234 is regulated in a 

similar way as it has been published for A. tumefaciens
15,16

. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Analysis of the traI-repA region indicates significant differences between A. tumefaciens 

and known S. fredii broad host range strains.  

 

The pNGR234a replicon belongs to the repABC-type plasmids. There is a high degree of 

synteny with respect to the overall organization of the region encoding the traI and the 

repABC genes with A. tumefaciens and many other repABC-type plasmids. Since it is well-

known that in A. tumefaciens the repABC copy number is increased in the presence of 3-oxo-

C8-HSL, we wondered, if in NGR234 a similar effect on the copy number could be observed 

and if any of the above identified proteins would influence this regulatory circuit. To address 

these questions, we analysed the copy number of the pNGR234a symbiotic plasmid using 

qPCRs in the background of the parent strain and in the background of various recently 

constructed AI synthase mutants
10

. In addition, we constructed a traR and a traM mutant as 

outlined in the material and methods section. The deletion mutants were all verified by PCR 

analyses and sequencing of the complete genome using Miseq technology generating 4-5.5 

million reads for each mutant.  

Analogous to the observations made for A. tumefaciens, the copy number of pNGR234a 

increased in response to the addition of micro molar concentrations of exogenous AI. While 

the additio  of .  a d  M AI esulted i  a . -3.9 fold higher copy number of pNGR234a, 

the additio  of  M AI had o sig ifi a t impact on the copy number of pNGR234a in the 

parent strain (Table 1). The supplementation with octopine, apigenin or DMSO resulted in a 

1.7-3.8-fold increase in copy number. Octopine was used because it is known to increase 

copy number of the Ti plasmid in A. tumefaciens
17

. Apigenin was used as a nod gene 

inducer
18

. DMSO was included as a further control because it was used as a solvent for the AI 

molecules. 

The copy number of pNGR234a appeared to be slightly increased in the background of a 

mutant carrying a single deletion in traI. However, no significant increase in copy number 

was observed for mutations in ngrI, traR and traM (Table 1)  

Surprisingly, the complete absence of any AI resulted in an elevated copy number of 

pNGR234a. In the background of a double deletion mutant NGR234-ΔtraI-ΔngrI the copy 

number of pNGR234a was increased by a factor of 2.3-2.8 when no AI or apigenin were 

added (Table 1). Further, addi g AI ole ules at eithe  .  µM,  µM o   M 
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concentration to cultures of NGR234-ΔtraI-ΔngrI resulted in a dramatic increase in copy 

number of up to 11.9-fold (Table 1).  

Within this framework it is notably, that In A. tumefaciens the copy number of the Ti 

plasmid is upregulated by the introduction of an additional regulator copy of TraR and by the 

addition of external AI molecules
15

. These findings are in line with the results of this study, 

where the addition of external AI leads to an increased copy number of about 3-fold. In 

addition to the findings in A. tumefaciens, NGR234 shows an increased copy number in total 

absence of any AHL-type autoinducer. This finding was unexpected and indicated that 

possibly different or additional regulatory elements were involved in copy number control in 

pNGR234a compared to the well-characterized A. tumefaciens systems. In A. tumefaciens 

the TraR- and QS-dependent expression of the repABC genes has been studied extensively 

over the last decade
14,15,19

. The repABC genes together with a small non-coding RNA (ncRNA) 

(repE/inc-alpha) are responsible for the copy number control of the corresponding 

symplasmid. Thereby, increased levels of AI or plant released Nopaline induce an elevated 

transcription of the repABC genes resulting in a 5-8-fold increased copy number. 

Furthermore, the increased copy number corresponds with a three to fourfold-increase in 

tumorigenesis
15,16,20

. In addition to the QS-dependent copy number control, phenolic 

compounds released by the plants have influence on the copy number via the two 

component regulatory system VirA/VirG
19,21

. It is notably, that in the A. tumefaciens 363 bp 

region between traI and repA four distinct promoter sites, two tra boxes for binding of the 

regulator TraR and binding sites for VirG and CtrA have been identified
14,15

.  

 

 Two novel, previously not detected, ORFs within the traI-repA intergenic region. 

 

In repABC type plasmids the copy number is controlled by repA
22

. Because of the above-

observed variations in copy number we asked, if in NGR234 the repA or flanking genes such 

as traI would be different from those of other known repABC plasmids (Figure 1A). A more 

detailed analysis of pNGR234a traI-repA intergenic region indicated that the region is twice 

as large as observed for A. tumefaciens and most other rhizobial isolates (Figure 1A and 

Table 2). We observed that in NGR234 and the two other broad host range strains HH103 

and USDA257 an 803 bp long intergenic region separates traI and repA. In A. tumefaciens, 

S. meliloti, and R. etli this intergenic region is usually not larger than 376 bp and only in 
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R. rhizogenes NBRC13257 a 441 bp intergenic region was observed (Table 2). In NGR234, 

USDA257 and HH103 this intergenic region codes for two hitherto not identified genes. We 

have designated these genes repX and repA0 (Figure 1A). RepX probably codes for a 51 aa 

protein and repA0 for a 143 aa protein. The analysis of both sequences with PROMALS3D 

(http://prodata.swmed.edu/promals3d/promals3d.php) revealed for the longer variant of 

repX t o β-sheet-regions a d o e α-helix-region and in case of repA0 t o β-sheets and four 

α-helices secondary structure regions. No known conserved domains could be detected in 

both peptide sequences with the conserved domain search provided by NCBI 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi). Although both genes have not 

been reported in other rhizobial species a detailed analysis of the intergenic region of 

A. tumefaciens and others indicated that repX is present in some of the closely related 

species but often in a shortened version. RepA0 could not be identified in other strains 

(Figure 1B). Notably, the expression of repA0 on a self replicable plasmid resulted in a 3.3.-

4.1-fold increased copy number of pNGR234a. Overexpression of repX had no influence on 

the pNGR234a copy number.  

 

RNA-seq data identify possible regulatory elements involved in copy number control of 

pNGR234a. 

 

To further verify that the lack of AI and the increase in copy number of pNGR234a would 

have a global effect on the transcription of pNGR234a we used RNA-seq in the background 

of the NGR234-ΔtraI-ΔngrI double deletion mutant and compared the data to the parent 

strain. Transcriptomes of cells that were grown to early stationary growth phase were 

analysed. We choose this time point, since our previous data indicated that during the onset 

of stationary growth phase many QS-dependent processes were turned on. For the 

experiments cells were grown for 48 h to a final OD600 not greater than 9.1 prior to total RNA 

extraction (Table S1). For all samples cDNA libraries were constructed and sequenced as 

described in material and methods. For each of the treatments three independent biological 

experiments were performed and examined by RNA-seq. Protocols for data analyses were 

employed as previously published
10

. Alignments were established and for each sample a 

min. of 0.5-2.2 million cDNA reads could be uniquely mapped to the NGR234 genome 

resulting in 3.9-5.2 million uniquely mapped reads per treatment (Table S1).  
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In the further analysis of RNA-seq data we considered genes with a fold- ha ge of  .  

and an adjusted p- alue of  .  as statisti all  sig ifi a t a d diffe e tiall  e p essed 

between two distinct. Only those values that complied with both requirements were used 

for subsequent analyses.  

The data obtained using RNA-seq surprisingly indicated, that in the double deletion 

mutant NGR234-traI-ngrI many more genes are differentially regulated than in any of 

the previously reported single AI synthase deletion mutants compared to the parent strain. 

Altogether more than 1,261 genes were differentially regulated in the double mutant. This 

equals almost 20 % of all predicted genes. Of these, the majority was upregulated (75 %) and 

regulated through sense transcripts (68 % of all regulated genes). Given the large differences 

in size of the three replicons, we observed a rather unequal distribution of the regulated 

genes over the three replicons (pNGR243a – 32.43 %; pNGR243b – 21.33 %; cNGR234 – 

46.24 %). Additionally, our data indicated that of the 418 previously predicted genes on 

pNGR234a 408 (98 %) were upregulated. For 357 of the 408 genes the sense and anti-sense 

transcripts were increased. However, sense transcripts dominated. In contrast, on 

pNGR234b 269 genes were regulated (11.5 %) and only two of these genes were 

simultaneously regulated via sense and antisense transcripts. Similarly, on the chromosome 

583 genes (16.05 %) were regulated and 15 genes were simultaneously regulated via sense 

and antisense transcripts. Within this framework, the most surprising observation was that 

virtually all the pNGR234a encoded genes were transcribed at significantly higher levels. 

Thereby, the average of the pNGR234a genes was increased by a factor of 7. However, the 

repABC showed a 23-43-fold increased level of transcription (Figure 2 and Table 3). It is 

further noteworthy that the transcription of the two predicted ncRNAs (NGR_a00030, an 

antisense RNA regulator of the RepB translation and NGR_a00040, a negative antisense RNA 

regulator of RepC) flanking repB and repC was also strongly upregulated in the double 

deletion mutant. NGR_a00030 is most likely a homologue of the repE/incA gene
23

.  

 

Reporter gene studies, qRT-PCR and immune blotting confirm the elevated transcription of 

nod, nop, repA and NGR_a00860 gene expression. 

 

Further tests with reporter strains using the Escherichia coli lacZ gene fused to the 

nodABC promoter and the nopB promoter confirmed the elevated expression of these genes 
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(Table 4). The expression was most pronounced after 120 hours of growth. For the PnodABC 

reporter fusion, we observed an eight-fold increased transcription in the double deletion 

mutant in the absence of apigenin vs. the parent strain (Table 4). In the presence of 

apigenin, the transcription in the mutant was 3.7-fold higher compared to the induced wild 

type. Similar expression levels were observed for the PnopB reporter fusion where we 

observed a 20-fold higher level of lacZ expression in NGR234-traI-ngrI compared to the 

untreated parent strain; and in the presence of apigenin the mutant produced 333-fold 

more ß-galactosidase compared to the wild type (Table 4). Altogether these data implied 

that in the absence of any AI an increased level of transcription of the pNGR234a genes can 

be observed and that this increased transcription is in part be linked to an increased copy 

number. Further qRT-PCR test results confirmed largely the above made findings (Table S3 

and S4). Thereby, we assayed the transcription of genes NGR_a00860 and NGR_a00010.  

 Additionally, we analysed the extracellular protein profile of the NGR234 wild type 

and NGR234-ΔtraI-ΔngrI with respect to the production of selected Nop proteins. Nop 

proteins are secreted through the T3SS-I, which is encoded on pNGR234a. Their expression 

is under the control of a nod-dependent promoter
1
. Nop proteins in the supernatants were 

detected using a cocktail of highly specific antibodies as previously described
24

. These 

immunoblot analyses further indicated that Nops are produced and secreted in the mutant 

strain at higher levels compared to the parent strain (Figure 3). Consistent with the ß-

galactosidase data the highest expression was detected in the mutant strain after 120 hours 

and in the presence of apigenin. No Nops were detected in the cultures that were not 

treated with apigenin. Altogether these tests support the above made findings with respect 

to the increased transcription of all the pNGR234a-harboured genes in 

NGR234-traI-ngrI in the presence and in the absence of added apigenin or AI.  

 

NGR234-traI-ngrI induces root hair curling in the absence of plant-released 

flavonoids.  

 

While it is well-known that in A. tumefaciens an elevated copy number of the Ti plasmid is 

associated with an increased level of tumorgenesis
15 

 we asked if in NGR234 an increased 

copy number of the symplasmid would have a plant phenotype, as well. An early response to 

plant released flavonoids is the activation of the nod gene transcription, which leads to the 
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production of Nod factors. The release of these factors induces, through a Nod factor 

specific signal cascade, the curling of the root hairs, which initiates the symbiosis process
25

. 

Up to know it was thought that the symbiosis process can only be initiated by the activation 

of nod gene transcription induced through flavonoids or related plant-released 

molecules
26,27

. In the light of the observations made above, we asked if the elevated 

transcription of all genes on pNGR234a in NGR234-traI-ngrI would be sufficient to allow 

production of Nod factors.  

Therefore, we extracted Nod factors from culture supernatants of the wt and the double 

deletion mutant grown with and without apigenin. These tests indicated that Nod factors 

produced from non-induced NGR234-traI-ngrI cells were sufficient to induce root hair 

curling on germinating Vigna unguculata roots (Figure 4A). In contrast, when we tested Nod 

factor extracts of non-induced wt cells, no root hair curling was observed after a 24 h time 

period (Figure 4B). A further test implied that mutant cells treated with 1 µM apigenin 

induced root hair curling already after 4 hours, like the induced wild type (Figure 4C and 4D).  

Altogether these data imply that in NGR234 the absence of AI molecules causes an 

increased copy number of pNGR234a and an elevated transcription of virtually all symbiotic 

genes. Whether the copy number alone is responsible for the observed elevated expression 

needs to be exploited in future work. The findings made in this work suggest that NGR234 

and probably other broad host range strains are capable to induce root hair curing in the 

absence of plant flavonoids. Since it was assumed that plant flavonoids are specific signals, 

the observation here that NGR234 induces root hair curling in the absence of such specific 

signal suggests that this may be part of its broad host range strategy and that it does not 

necessarily need specific-flavonoids. From a microbiological point of view it is likely that 

single cells infect the root tissue and not high density populations. Thus under these 

condition AI molecules will only be present at very low levels if at all. Therefore it might be 

advantageous for NGR234 to activate its nod gene transcription in the absence of AI 

molecules to be able to infect plant roots even though the matching flavonoid signal is 

absent. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. 

Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 was routinely grown at 30°C in liquid TY medium (0.5 % 

tryptone, 0.25 % yeast extract, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 7.0) or YEM medium (55 mM mannitol, 0.1 

% yeast extract, 3 mM K2HPO4, 0.8 mM MgSO4, 1.7 mM NaCl, 0.013 mM CaCl2, 0.14 mM 

FeCl3) at 160 rpm and supplemented with rifampicin (25 µg/ml).  

 

Construction of NGR234 deletion mutants. 

Molecular cloning steps were in general done as outlined in the reference
28

  and mutant 

strains NGR234-ΔtraR and NGR234-ΔtraM were constructed as previously described
29

. For 

the construction of a deletion mutant in the traR gene a 650 bp PCR fragment containing the 

249 bp upstream region of traR and the 399 bp downstream fragment flanking the traR gene 

was cloned in the suicide vector pNPTS138-R6KT
30

. For the deletion mutant in the traM 

gene, a flanking region of 485 bp upstream and 744 bp downstream were amplified, ligated 

and cloned into pNPTS138-R6KT. For this purpose the different PCR fragments were 

amplified from genomic DNA of NGR234 using primers as indicated in Table S3. The resulting 

constructs (pNPTS138-R6KT::traR and pNPTS138-R6KT::traM) were transformed into 

NGR234 by conjugation. Single recombinant clones carrying this construct were selected on 

TY medium containing kanamycin and rifampicin. To obtain double recombinant mutants, 

bacteria were cultured overnight in liquid TY medium lacking the antibiotics and plated on 

TY medium in the presence of 10 % sucrose the next day. In our deletion mutants the entire 

genes were deleted starting from the ATG to the last codon of the gene. The correctness of 

the mutants was verified by PCR and sequencing. 

 

Preparation of transcriptome samples. 

The different NGR234 cultures used in this study are summarized in Table 1. Prior to 

cultivation of large 200 ml cultures, precultures were established from cryocultures in 5 ml 

TY medium and cultivated at 30°C and 200 rpm. For the transcriptome analyses of early 

stationary growth phase cultures 200 ml TY medium were inoculated with freshly grown 

precultures of NGR234 wild type as well as the mutant strains and cultivated for 

approximately 48 h at 30°C and 200 rpm as batch cultures (Table 1; samples No. 1-6; 

treatment A-C). After reaching an OD600 of 3.1-3.3 cultures were separated into fractions of 
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50 ml, which were then transferred into falcon tubes containing 10 ml ethanol/phenol 

(95:5). Samples were mixed well, directly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C until 

further use. For transcriptome analyses of early exponential growth phase cultures 200 ml 

TY medium were inoculated with a freshly grown preculture of NGR234 wild type and 

cultivated at 30°C, 200 rpm till they reached an OD600 of 0.1 (Table 1; samples No. 7-12; 

treatment D-F). Cultures were then divided into two separate fractions of 100 ml of which 

one was supplemented with either 0.05 µM or 50 µM of 3-oxo-C8-HSL (stock solution of 3-

oxo-C8-HSL was prepared in ethyl acetate) and the other culture fraction (control) was 

treated with an equal aliquot of ethyl acetate. Cultures were allowed to grow for three 

additional hours, then harvested into falcon tubes and treated as outlined above. 

 

RNA extraction, library construction, sequencing and bioinformatical analysis of 

transcriptome samples. 

For all NGR234 wild type and mutant strains RNA-seq libraries were constructed from 

independent biological duplicates of RNA samples. Six samples were harvested at the early 

exponential phase and six samples were obtained from stationary growth phase cultures 

(Table 1, Figure S1). Total RNA was extracted using the hot-phenol method described 

previously
31

. The residual genomic DNA was removed from the total isolated RNA by DNase I 

treatment. The cDNA libraries for sequencing were constructed by vertis Biotechnology AG, 

Germany (http://www.vertis-biotech.com/) as described by
32

. The transcripts were not 

fragmented in order to get mainly sequencing reads of the 5'-end of the transcripts. The 

obtained cDNA libraries were sequenced using a HiSeq 2500 machine (Illumina) in single-

read mode and running 100 cycles. For the twelve analyzed samples we sequenced between 

3.86 and 9.16 mio. cDNA reads. The bioinformatical analysis was done as described in
33

. To 

assure a high sequence quality, the Illumina reads in FASTQ format were trimmed with a cut-

off phred score of 20 by the program fastq_quality_trimmer from FASTX toolkit version 

0.0.13 (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). The alignment of reads, coverage 

calculation, gene wise read quantification and differential gene expression was performed 

with READemption
34

 hi h as el i g o  sege ehl  e sio  X35
 and DESeq version V. 

Visual inspection of the coverages was done using the Integrated Genome Browser (IGB). 

The reference sequences and gene annotations for NGR234 were retrieved from the NCBI 

database (accession no: pNGR234a, NC_000914.2; pNGR234b, NC_012586.1; cNGR234, 
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NC_012587.1) and in part manually re-annotated. Genes with a fold- ha ge of  .  a d a  

adjusted p-value (p-value was corrected by FDR (false discovery rate) based on Benjamini-

Hochberg p o edu e   .  e e o side ed as diffe e tiall  e p essed. The a , de-

multiplexed reads as well as coverage files have been deposited in the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information's Gene Expression Omnibus under the accession number 

GSE54381 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=gse54381).  

 

Quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) and quantitative PCR (qPCR) 

QRT-PCR experiments were carried out to verify selected QS-regulated genes. Total RNA 

was extracted from stationary grown cultures according to Rivas et al.
36

 and the residual 

genomic DNA was removed by DNase I treatment according to the manufactures 

instructions (DNase I, RNase-free, Thermo Scientific, WI, USA). The SuperScript
®
 VILO™ DNA 

s thesis kit I it oge ™, life te h ologies, TX, USA) was used to generate cDNA using 1.9 

µg RNA. Gene-specific primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in TableS3. The qRT-PCR 

reactions were set up according to manufactures protocol using the SYBR
®
 Select Mater Mix 

for CFX (Applied biosystems
®
 by life technologies, TX, USA) and performed by the CFX96 

Touch
TM

 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). 

Standard curves of 10-fold serial dilutions of cDNA were generated for each gene to evaluate 

the primer efficiency and for data analysis. The efficiency, slope and correlation coefficient 

e e dete i ed  the CFX Ma age ™ soft a e ‘elease . , Bio-Rad Laboratories, 

Munich, Germany). All qRT-PCR reactions were run in triplicate and repeated at least three 

times in separate experiments under the same conditions. To normalize variability in 

expression levels, rpoD and recA were used as the internal control genes. Data were 

analyzed based on the normalized gene expression (2-
ΔΔC t

 method) and the above stated 

software. To verify the copy number of the symplasmid, gDNA was extracted after 48 h 

growth of the corresponding S. fredii NGR234 culture with the peqGOLD Bacterial DNA Kit 

(PEQLAB Biotechnologie GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). The qPCR reactions were set up 

according to manufactures protocol using the SYBR
®
 Select Mater Mix for CFX (Applied 

biosystems
®
 by life technologies, TX, USA) and performed by the CFX96 Touch

TM
 Real-Time 

PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). Standard curves of 10-fold 

serial dilutions of DNA were generated for each gene to evaluate the primer efficiency and 

for data analysis. The efficiency, slope and correlation coefficient were determined by the 
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CFX Ma age ™ soft a e ‘elease . , Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). All qPCR 

reactions were run in triplicate and repeated at least three times in separate experiments 

under the same conditions. To normalize variability in expression levels, NGR_c03800 and 

recA were used as the internal control genes. 

 

SDS-Page and western blot analysis. 

Extracellular proteins from rhizobia were obtained following the procedure described 

earlier
37

. NGR234 and NGR234-Δt aI-Δ g I dou le deletion mutant were grown in 5 ml YEM 

oth fo   da s at °C.  Fi e hu d ed L of -day old cultures were transferred into 250 ml 

flasks o tai i g  L li uid YEM ediu  i  eithe  the p ese e o  a se e of  M 

apigenin. Cultures were harvested at 24 h, 72 h, and 120 h of growth and subjected to 

centrifugation at 12,000 g for 15 min. To the resulting supernatant, three volumes of ice-cold 

acetone was added and placed at -20 C for 16 h. Precipitated proteins were recovered by 

centrifugation as before, briefly air-dried and resuspended in SDS sample buffer (125 mM 

Tris-HCl buffer pH 6.8, 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate (w/v), 20% glycerol (v/v), 0.03 mM 

bromophenol blue and 5% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol). Protein aliquots were resolved by 15% 

SDS-PAGE using the Hoefer SE260 minigel electrophoresis apparatus (GE Healthcare, 

Piscataway, NJ) and resolved proteins were visualized by silver stain.  

Immunoblot blot analysis was performed using a cocktail of antibodies raised against the 

individual Nop protein at a final dilution of 1:10,000. Immunoreactive proteins were 

detected with an enhanced chemiluminescent substrate (Super Signal West Pico kit; Pierce 

Biote h olog , ‘o kfo d, IL  a o di g to the a ufa tu e s e o e datio s. 

 

Nodulation assays. 

Nodulation assays accomplished with NGR234-ΔtraI, NGR234-ΔngrI and NGR234-

ΔngrI/ΔtraI and with Vigna unguiculata, Vigna radiata and Tephrosia vogelii were done as 

previously described
24

. Experiments were repeated two times with five plants per treatment 

in each experiment. Plants were harvested 30 days after inoculation. Nodules formed on the 

roots were counted and the shoot fresh weight was recorded. Plants grown in the absence 

of rhizobia were used as a control. 
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Root hair curling assay. 

For the root hair curling assay, supernatants of 48 h old 500 ml cultures grown in TY 

medium of either uninduced or induced (1 µM apigenin) populations of NGR234 or NGR234-

traI-ngrI were collected. The unpurified Nod factors were extracted with 0.4 volumes of 

n-butanol according to Lopez et al.
38

. The butanol layer was collected, the butanol removed 

by rotary evaporation and the residue was resolved in H2Obidist to a final volume of 1/100 of 

the starting culture.  

Vigna unguiculata seedlings were sterilized in 0.12 % NaClO for 15 min. Afterwards, they 

were washed three times in sterile H2Obidist and air dried, before they were transferred to 

0.5-fold TY agar plate (0.25 % tryptone, 0.125 % yeast extract, pH 7.0) and incubated at 30 °C 

for 24 h in the dark for germination. Sterile germinated seedlings were transferred to glass 

containers filled supplemented with glass beads and Hoagland medium
39

. The seedlings 

were grown for additional 48 h under the following conditions: day/night; 24/19 °C; 16/8 h; 

60 % relative humidity. The small plants were transferred into a small plastic container and 

coated with 500 µl Hoagland medium and 500 µl supernatant extract of the NGR234 

cultures. After 24 h incubation in the dark, the root hairs were analysed using a Zeiss 

AxioCam microsope with an MRm camera mounted on the microscope (Zeiss Axio 

Imager.M2). Images were recorded with a 40x magnification.  
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FIGURES 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Genomic organization and analyses of repX and repA0. A) Genomic 

organization of the traI and repABC genes including the noncoding RNAs (NGR_a00030/40) 

and the two ORFs repX and repA0 in the intergenic region between traI and repA. B) Amino 

Acid ClustalW Alginments of repX and repA0 of S. fredii NGR234 and related strains. C) End 

point RT-PCR of repA0 and repX on cDNA generated of RNA from the wild type and NGR234-

traI-ngrI. Sa ples a e sho  o  a .  % aga ose gel ith a  k   a ke  The o 

Scientific, Braunschweig, Germany). Primer pairs used for the amplification: 1, parA_int_fw 

and parA_int_rev; 2, RT_repA_fw and RT_repA_ rev; 3, parA_int_fw and RT_repA_ rev; 4, 

repX_int_fw and repX_int_rev. 
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Figure 2. Circular representation of the RNA-seq-based transcriptome symplasmid data 

set of NGR234-traI-ngrI versus the wild type with a zoom into the replication related 

zone around the ori. The upper part of this picture represents the mapped transcripts on 

the genomic section around the origin of replication in induced (1 µM apigenin) and in 

uninduced NGR234-traI-ngrI and wild type cells. The image was composed using the 

integrated genome browser software version 8.4.4. The circular diagram was calculated with 

the circus software 0.64
40

. Fold change cut-off: log2 8/-3 (circle size by values). The circle 

described from the outside to the innermost circle: Outer circle indicates coordinates of the 

pNGR234a in kbp. The second and third circles indicate the ORFs on the leading (green) and 
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the lagging (blue) strand. The circles in light green indicate log2 8; 7; 6; 5; 4; 3; 2, the white 

circles in-between the coloured once represent log2 1/-1 and the light red circles indicate 

log2 -2; -3 for the sense transcripts. The next circles represent the same log2 values for the 

antisense transcripts. The dots scattered over the light green, light red and white circles 

represent the transcripts of NGR234-ΔtraI-ngrI in comparison to the wild type strain (red) 

and the wild type strain induced with 1 µM apigenin in comparison to the wild type strain 

(purple). 

 

Figure 3. Extracellular protein profile and immunoblot analysis of Sinorhizobium fredii 

NGR234 and NGR234-Δt aI-Δ g I dou le deletio  uta t. Extracellular proteins isolated 

from cells grown in the absence (odd number lanes) or presence (even numbered lanes) of 1 

M apige i  e e esol ed  % SDS-PAGE and silver stained (A) or transferred to 

nitrocellulose membrane (B) for immunological analysis with a cocktail of antibodies raised 

against the individual Nop proteins. Lanes 1-4 contains protein samples harvested from 24 h, 

lanes 5-8 from 72 h, and lanes 9-12 from120 h of growth. The size of the molecular weight 

markers in kDa and the identity of the immunoreactive proteins are also shown. 
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Figure 4. Root hair curling assay with apigenin induced NGR234-traI-ngrI and 

uninduced NGR234 and NGR234-traI-ngrI. A) Root hair after 24 h induction with 

extracts from an uninduced culture of NGR234-traI-ngrI. B) Root hair after 24 h 

induction with extracts from an uninduced culture of NGR234. C) Positive control, root hair 

curling with extracts of an NGR234-traI-ngrI culture induced with 1 µM apigenin. D) 

Positive control, root hair curling with extracts of an NGR234 culture induced with 1 µM 

apigenin. E) Control sample before the induction with NGR234-extracts.  
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TABLES 

 

Table 1.  Copy number of pNGR234a estimated using qPCR and using primers for the 

ORFs NGR234_a00010 and NGR234_a01270. Results are mean values of three technical 

replicates and of three independent biological samples. The primer efficiencies were 90.1 % 

for the NGR234_a00010 primers and 90.5 % for the NGR234_a01270 primers. Copy number 

was calculated based on control qPCRs for chromosomal genes (NGR234_c03800 and 

NGR234_c16470) and in the background of the wildtype strain. 

Strain/ 

Treatment
a
  

Target gene Copy number 
Strain/ 

Treatment
a Target gene Copy number 

NGR234  
NGR_a01270 1.0 ± 0.3 

NGR234- 
NGR_a01270 2.8 ± 0.2 

NGR_a00010 1.0 ± 0.3 NGR_a00010 2.3 ± 0.2 

NGR234  

0.05 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 3.1 ± 0.4 NGR234- 

0.05 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 4.6 ± 0.8 

NGR_a00010 2.7 ± 0.0 NGR_a00010 3.0 ± 0.5 

NGR234  

.  ‰ DMSO 

NGR_a01270 3.8 ± 0.4 NGR234- 

.  ‰ DMSO 

NGR_a01270 6.8 ± 1.6 

NGR_a00010 2.8 ± 0.3 NGR_a00010 5.4 ± 1.3 

NGR234  

5 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 3.9 ± 0.3 NGR234- 

5 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 2.9 ± 0.2 

NGR_a00010 3.3 ± 0.3 NGR_a00010 2.3 ± 0.2 

NGR234 0.05 % 

DMSO 

NGR_a01270 3.5 ± 0.2 NGR234- 

0.05 % DMSO 

NGR_a01270 2.6 ± 0.5 

NGR_a00010 2.9 ± 0.2 NGR_a00010 1.9 ± 0.4 

NGR234  

50 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 1.5 ± 0.3 NGR234- 

50 µM AI 

NGR_a01270 11.9 ± 1.0 

NGR_a00010 1.3 ± 0.3 NGR_a00010 9.3 ± 0.9 

NGR234  

0.5 % DMSO 

NGR_a01270 3.0 ± 0.5 NGR234- 

0.5 % DMSO 

NGR_a01270 5.4 ± 1.3 

NGR_a00010 2.4 ± 0.3 NGR_a00010 4.6 ± 1.1 

NGR234  

1 µM apigenin 

NGR_a01270 2.0 ± 0.1 NGR234- 

1 µM apigenin 

NGR_a01270 3.4 ± 0.3 

NGR_a00010 1.7 ± 0.1 NGR_a00010 2.7 ± 0.2 

NGR234  

50 µM octopine 

NGR_a01270 2.2 ± 0.1 NGR234 

pBBR1MCS-

2::repX 

NGR_a01270 1.1 ± 0.1 

NGR_a00010 2.3 ± 0.2 NGR_a00010 0.9 ± 0.1 

NGR234 

pBBR1MCS-2 

NGR_a01270 0.9 ± 0.0 NGR234 

pBBR1MCS-

2::repA0 

NGR_a01270 4.1 ± 0.3 

NGR_a00010 0.8 ± 0.0 NGR_a00010 3.3 ± 0.3 

NGR234-ngrI 
NGR_a01270 1.6 ± 0.2 

NGR234-traI 
NGR_a01270 2.0 ± 0.2 

NGR_a00010 1.4 ± 0.1 NGR_a00010 1.6 ± 0.2 

NGR234-ngrI 

cngrI 

NGR_a01270 3.2 ± 0.2 NGR234-traI 

ctraI 

NGR_a01270 3.7 ± 0.3 

NGR_a00010 2.0 ± 0.1 NGR_a00010 2.7 ± 0.3 

NGR234-

traM 

NGR_a01270 1.6 ± 0.1 
NGR234-traR 

NGR_a01270 1.2 ± 0.1 

NGR_a00010 1.2 ± 0.1 NGR_a00010 1.2 ± 0.1 

a) NGR234-, NGR234-traI-ngrI; AI, autoinducer N-(3-oxooctanoyl-)L-homoserine lactone; cngrI, 

complementation construct of ngrI; ctraI, complementation construct of traI 
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Table 2. DNA sequence analysis of the intergenic region separating traI and repA in 

various rhizobial and agrobacterial species carrying repABC-like plasmids and with a 

conserved organization of the traI-repABC DNA region as previously described.  

Strain traI-repA 

(bp) 

Strain traI-repA 

(bp) 

Sinorhizobium      A. tumefaciens pTiBo542 365 

   S. fredii NGR234 803    A. tumefaciens LBA4213  (Ach5) 342 

   S. fredii USDA257 803    A. tumefaciens str. C58  363/723 

   S. fredii HH103 803    R. rhizogenes A4 315 

   S. fredii GR4 (in ncbi meliloti) 383    R. rhizogenes NBRC13257 441 

   S. fredii GR64 442/382    R. rhizogenes YR147 393 

   S. terangae WSM1721 354    A. rhizogenes ATCC 15384 388 

   S. arboris LMG1419  354    A. rhizogenes plasmid pRi1724 316 

   S. americanum CCGM7 382    A. rhizogenes plasmid pRi2659 316 

   S. melilloti GVPV12 442    Agrobacterium sp. ATCC 31749 377 

   S. meliloti Rm41 291    Agrobacterium sp. Cherry 2E 2-2 358 

   S. meliloti 4H41 382    Agrobacterium vitis S4 pTiS4 361 

     A. albertimagni AOL15 316 

Rhizobium sp. and others     

   Rhizobium sp. OK665 366 Rhizobium etli  

   Rhizobium sp. OR191 688    R. etli bv. mimosae Mim1 162 

   Rhizobium sp. YR295 376    R. etli bv. mimosae IE4771 337 

   Rhizobium sp. YR519 365    R. etli  CFN 42 (p42d) 374 

   Rhizobium sp. CF258 376    R. etli  CFN 42 (p42a) 373 

   Rhizobium sp. CF080 351   

   Rhizobium sp. BR816 383 Ensifer  

   Rhizobium sp. CCGE 502 372    Ensifer sp. USDA 6670 295 

   Rhizobium sp. STM6155 373    Ensifer adhaerens OV14 2683 

   N. galegae HAMBI 1141 337   

   A. doebereinrae UFLA1-100 577 Rhizobium tropici  

M. tianhanense CGMCC 1.2546 531    R. tropici CIAT 899 376 

B. japonicum USDA 135 531    R. tropici USDA 9039 376 

B. japonicum USDA 123 494    R. tropici USDA 9039 393 

   R. leucaenae USDA 9039 376    R. tropici PRF 81 389 

   R. lusitanum P1-7 388    R. tropici CF286 376 

   R. giardinii bv. giardinii H152T 210    R. tropici YR635 393 

   R. selenitireducens BAA-1503 388   

   R. loessense CGMCC 1.3401 356 Rhizobium leguminosarum  

   R. mesoamericanum STM 3625 388    R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii CC287f 360 

   R. mongolense USDA1844 304/374    R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii CC283b 1652 

   R. hainannese  CCBAU 57015 379    R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii CB782 375 

   R. sullae WSM1592 372    R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii TA1 364 

   R. larrymoorei ATCC 51759 367    R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii WSM1325 364 

   R. rubi NBRC13261 366    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 128C53 376 

   R. giardinii bv. giardinii H152T 210    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae Vc2 376 

     R. leguminosarum bv. viciae UPM1131 376 

Agrobacterium      R. leguminosarum bv. viciae UPM1137 376 

   A. tumefaciens GW 4 377    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841 (pRL7) 387 

   A. tumefaciens A4 388    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 248 376 

   A. tumefaciens 5A 490    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae WSM1455 364 

   A. tumefaciens CCNWGS0286 367    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae GB30 364 

   A. tumefaciens F2 239    R. leguminosarum bv. viciae Ps8 364 

   A. tumefaciens LBA4404 365    R. leguminosarum bv. phaseoli 4292 434 
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Table 3. RNA-seq results for the replication machinery of NGR234-traI-ngrI 

compared to the wild type strain. 

Start End Strand Orientation Locus_tag Gene Protein function 
Fold 

Change 

101 1324 + sense NGR_a00010 repA replication protein RepA 23.97 

101 1324 + anti-sense NGR_a00010 repA replication protein RepA 2.07 

1381 2361 + sense NGR_a00020 repB replication protein RepB 33.57 

1381 2361 + anti-sense NGR_a00020 repB replication protein RepB 2.90 

2363 2409 - anti-sense NGR_a00030 ncRNA 
antisense regulator of 

RepB translation 
29.47 

2363 2409 - sense NGR_a00030 ncRNA 
antisense regulator of 

RepB translation 
18.19 

2450 2518 - anti-sense NGR_a00040 ncRNA 

negative antisense 

regulator of RepC 

translation 

42.37 

2516 3730 + sense NGR_a00050 repC 
replication initiation 

protein RepC 
43.85 

2516 3730 + anti-sense NGR_a00050 repC 
replication initiation 

protein RepC 
3.15 
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Table 4.  β-galactosidase activities of NGR234 and NGR234-traI-ngrI carrying either 

a nodABC or a nopB promoter fusion. Data are mean values of 3 measurements. Promoter 

genes are given in brackets.  

Rhizobium (construct) 24 hours 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours 120 hours 

NGR234 (nodABC  

promoter) 
79.32 ± 9.9 55.45 ± 2.41 11.75 ± 1.87 13.08 ± 0.59 5.97 ± 0.64 

NGR234 (nodABC  

promoter) + apigenin 

1597.05 ± 

170.32 

1518.06 ±  

101.32 

907.16 ± 

212.13 

785.80 ± 

25.78 

528.24 ± 

232.87 

 
     

NGR234 (nopB  promoter) 146.12 ± 0.77 54.98 ± 8.49 11.46 ± 0.75 9.87 ± 0.04 2.50 ± 0.20 

NGR234 (nodB  promoter) + 

apigenin 

1238.19 ± 

60.35 

1086.54 ± 

51.51 
86.98 ± 55.71 84.75 ± 2.21 5.23 ± 0.0 

 
     

ngrIΔ/traIΔ odABC  

promoter) 
147.07 ± 2.00 92.18 ± 2.02 53.21 ± 05.00 71.02 ± 0.67 47.35 ± 0.45 

ngrIΔ/traIΔ (nodABC  

promoter) + apigenin 

2430.34 ± 

253.73 

3090.85 ± 

35.53 

2299.20 ± 

1.74 

2026.67 ± 

16.51 

1952.91 ± 

0.41 

 
     

ngrIΔ/traIΔ opB  

promoter) 

125.97 ± 

16.48 
119.69 ± 0.41 65.22 ± 5.52 62.2 ± 3.06 52.12 ± 0.91 

ngrIΔ/traIΔ  (nodB  

promoter) + apigenin 

670.58 ± 

199.42 

2684.47 ± 

6.83 

2023.53 ± 

29.54 

1835.47 ± 

8.95 

1733.38 ± 

19.18 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

 

Table S1. Overall transcriptome statistics for the analyzed NGR234 and NGR234-ΔtraI-

ΔngrI. 

Sample 

# 

NGR234 

genotype 

OD600 after 48 h 

growth 
Treatment

a 

No. of reads 

generated 

X10
6
 

No. of uniquely 

mapped reads 

X10
6
 

1 wt 9.10 none 1.36 0.55 

2 wt 8.96 none 2.48 1.57 

3 wt 8.46 none 2.95 1.75 

4 wt 7.76 apigenine (1 µM) 3.45 2.21 

5 wt 8.10 apigenine (1 µM) 2.36 1.47 

6 wt 6.84 apigenine (1 µM) 2.35 1.42 

7 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 4.12 none 3.57 1.72 

8 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 4.69 none 3.44 1.92 

9 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 4.21 none 2.66 1.39 

10 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 3.47 apigenine (1 µM) 2.96 1.20 

11 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 3.24 apigenine (1 µM) 3.39 1.62 

12 ΔtraI-ΔngrI 3.12 apigenine (1 µM) 3.31 1.72 

13 wt 5.92 none 2.35 1.32 

14 wt 7.92 none 3.77 2.15 

15 wt 6.72 none 2.55 1.56 

a)  Controls for apigenin samples were supplemented with an equal amount of KOH  
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Table S2. Primers used in this study. 

Oligonucelotide Se ue e 5’-3’a 
Size 

(bp) 

Target 

region/description 

parA_int_fw CAACCGCAGCAACTCAGAAC 20 amplification of parts of 

parA parA_int_rev ATTCTCGCCGACTGACAAGG 20 

RT_a00010_fw GCAGCAGTTCCCACCGAATG 20 amplification of parts of 

repA and qRT-PCR for 

RNA-seq verification 

RT_a00010_rev GCACGTAGTTCCTGGCTTCC 20 

repX_int_fw ATGAATTTCTCCGTCGTTGTTG 22 
amplification of repX 

repX_int_rev CTACAAGACGCAAGGGGGCCTTC 23 

RT_recA_fw CGGCTCGTAGAGGACAAATCG 21 reference gene 1 qRT-

PCR RT_recA_rev CAATGATGCGCCCTTTCGG 19 

RT_rpoD_fw ACATCACCAATGTCGGCGGTGAAG 24 reference gene 2 qRT-

PCR RT_rpoD_rev TGCAGCTTGCGGAGCTTCTTGTAG 24 

RT_c24920_fw GCCCGCACAAGAGGCAATTCTAGA 24 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_c24920_rev GCGATCCAGGAACATGGCGTTCA 23 

RT_a00860_fw CCCGGTTTACTCGAGCTGTC 20 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_a00860_rev GCTGCTCCTCCGTAACTGTG 20 

RT_c09750_fw CAATTCGAAAGTGATCTTCGGGCAGCA 27 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_c09750_rev GAGCCACATCGACTCGGCGTAT 22 

RT_a00550_fw AGGTACTCTCACGAGTGCAGTTGG 24 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_a00550_rev CTGTACGCGTTCATCCGCCG 20 

RT_a00440_fw ACCGCCTTGCTGCACTTCAGCAAT 24 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_a00440_rev CGTCCATTTCCATGCCGTCGACAA 24 

RT_c17900_fw ATGAACACGCTCGCCTATCTCATCC 25 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_c17900_rev TCAATGCCTGTCCGGCTTGCCAT 23 

RT_c09120_fw ACCAAACTGTCGCTCGCGCACAA 23 qRT-PCR for RNA-seq 

verification RT_c09120_rev CAGGTAAAGGGCGATGTCGAAGCT 24 

TraR_up_fw aaatctagaCTCTCCTATCTTCTTGACCG 29 amplification of traR 

upstream flank TraR_up_rev aaaggatccTGTGGCGCTACAATCACTG 28 

TraR_do_fw aaaggatccTGTAGCGGCTAGACCGATACAATG 33 amplification of traR 

downstream flank TraR_do_rev aaatctagaGTTCTAGTTGTCATCGTCGAAAGGC 34 

TraM_up_fw aaaggatccCGCTCGATTTTACCCTGCAGTAG 32 amplification of traM 

upstream flank TraM_up_rev aaatctagaCCGCTTCTCCCTGATTTGATTTCC 33 

TraM_do_fw aaatctagaGACAACTAGAACTCAGACCAGG 31 amplification of traM 

downstream flank TraM_do_rev aaaggatccGCGGTCAAGAAGATAGGAG 28 

a) Restriction sites are underlined 

 

Table S3: qPCR verification of transcriptome results of comparison between 

NGR234-traI-ngrI and NGR234. Green number, upregulation; red number, 

downregulation 

Target RNA-seq results qPCR results 

NGR_c24920 .  ↓ .  ↓ 

NGR_a00860 .  ↑ .  ↑ 

NGR_c09750 .  ↓ .  ↓ 

NGR_a00010  ↑ .  ↑ 
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Table S4: qPCR verification of transcriptome results of comparison between 

NGR234-traI-ngrI treated with 50 µM apigenin and untreated NGR234-traI-ngrI. 

Green number: upregulation; red number: downregulation 

Target RNA-seq results qPCR results 

NGR_a00550 .  ↑ .  ↑ 

NGR_a00440 .  ↑ .  ↑ 

NGR_c17900 14.0 ↓ .  ↓ 

NGR_c09120 21.6 ↑ .  ↑ 
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6 Discussion 

Cell-cell communication of bacteria became an interesting research focus since its first 

description in 1970 in Vibrio fischeri (Nealson et al. 1970). Since then, many different QS 

networks and signals have been described in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The 

main QS-dependent regulated features are virulence, biofilm formation and the production 

of antibiotics (Bassler 1999). In plant-associated bacteria, QS additionally controls the 

plasmid transfer (e.g. in Agrobacterium tumefaciens), the symbiosome development/root 

nodulation process (e.g. Rhizobium etli and Rhizobium leguminosarum), EPSII production 

(e.g. Sinorhizobium meliloti and Pseudomonas stewartii) or motility (e.g. S. meliloti) (Pierson 

et al. 1998; Sanchez-Contreras et al. 2007). To get a deeper understanding of the QS 

controlled features in NGR234, RNA sequencing analyses from two AI synthase deletion 

mutants NGR234-traI and NGR234-ngrI were performed and obtained data were 

compared to the wild type RNA sequencing data. These results represent population wide 

changes in the transcript levels. Additionally, the AI systems were analyzed on a single cell 

level with the help of rfp-promoter fusions. Single cell analyses showed a heterogeneous 

transcription behavior of the two AI synthases as well as QQ genes. Further data show that 

this heterogeneity is influenced by the available AI concentration and added plant exudates, 

which also has an impact on the copy number of the symbiotic plasmid in NGR234.  

6.1 Population wide QS-dependent gene regulation 

Due to the above made observations, we wondered if and to which extend QS could 

affect gene regulation in NGR234. To address this question, we initiated RNA sequencing 

analyses in the background of the wild type and NGR234-traI and NGR234-ngrI. 

In general, 4.9 % of all predicted genes in NGR234-traI and 7.3 % of the predicted 

genes in NGR234-ngrI were significantly altered in their expression profile compared to 

the wild type strain (Krysciak et al. 2014). These data correspond quite well to QS dependent 

transcription data of other organisms. One of the best studied organisms with respect to QS 

is Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Smith, Iglewski 2003). A set of microarray RNA analyses of this 

strain are available, wherein the regulated genes range from 0.5 to 11.1 % of all predicted 

genes. The diverging percentages are based on slightly different experiment setups chosen 

in each experiment (Bijtenhoorn et al. 2011; Chugani et al. 2012; Dotsch et al. 2012; Hentzer 
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et al. 2003; Schuster et al. 2003; Wagner et al. 2003). In Yersinia pestis, 335 genes were QS-

dependently regulated, which is 8 % of the genome that consist of 4221 open reading frames 

(ORFs; LaRock et al. 2013; Parkhill et al. 2001). In contrast to the previously mentioned 

transcriptome studies, the amount of regulated genes in NGR234 is slightly higher than the 

QS-linked regulated genes in S. meliloti. In this organism 55 to 170 genes were linked to the 

QS circuit, which is 0.8 to 2.7 % of the counted ORFs (Chen et al. 2003; Gao et al. 2005; 

Hoang et al. 2004). Both strains are closely related (Jarvis et al. 1992), although S. meliloti 

only codes for a single quorum sensing system, which probably explains their difference in 

regulated genes (Gao et al. 2005). 

6.1.1 Challenging NGR234 with high AI concentrations in early exponential growth phase 

When induced with high concentrations of AI (50 µM N-(3-oxooctanoyl-)-L-homoserine 

lactone; 3-oxo-C8-HSL) in the early exponential growth phase, surprisingly only four genes 

were found to be differently regulated. All four genes belong to the moc operon and were 

down-regulated. This operon encodes genes that are responsible for the degradation of 

rhizopine (Krysciak et al. 2014). Rhizopines are sugar- and amino acid-derivatives and are 

produced by bacteroids in plant nodules. After their production they are transported to the 

outside of the plant root to promote growth of non-differentiated bacteria inside and 

outside the plant. The increase in rhizopine concentration around the plant root leads to a 

growth advantage of cells of the same species over competitor cells of a different species 

(Kohler et al. 2010; Murphy et al. 1987; Rossbach et al. 1995; Saint et al. 1993). In S. meliloti 

the QS-dependent transcription of the moc operon was previously described, as well as the 

octopine-threshold-dependent activation of traR expression in A. tumefaciens (Fuqua et al. 

1995; Fuqua, Winans 1996; Gao et al. 2005; Oger et al. 1998). In this context, the repression 

of moc expression in the presence of high AI concentrations fits in and represents the link 

between QS and rhizopine metabolism in NGR234. This connection has already been 

hypothesized by He and colleagues (He et al. 2003b). Differentially regulated genes in the 

culture that was treated with moderate AI concentration (50 nM 3-oxo-C8-HSL) were located 

all over the genome of NGR234 and not specifically located in one operon (Krysciak et al. 

2014). 
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6.1.2 Analysis of RNA sequencing data in the background of the deletion mutants 

NGR234-traI and NGR234-ngrI 

A comparison of the data obtained from transcriptome analyses of NGR234-traI and 

NGR234-ngrI with regard to the wild type identified 130 genes differently regulated in 

NGR234-traI and 280 genes exclusively regulated in the NGR234-ngrI deletion mutant. 

Additionally, a common set of 186 genes was differently expressed in both AI deletion 

mutants. The majority (65 – 70 %) of these genes were located on the chromosome in both 

deletion mutants. The differently expressed genes could be classified into seven functional 

categories based on the KEGG database (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html). The 

genes were mainly linked to motility, regulators, general metabolism, cell wall and 

succinoglycan biosynthesis (cell envelope), transporters (mainly ABC) and hypothetical genes 

(Figure 4; Krysciak et al. 2014). 

 

Figure 4: Differently expressed genes (%) in the background of the two autoinducer deletion mutants. A) 

NGR234-traI compared to the wild type and B) in the background of NGR234-ngrI compared to 

the wild type. The classification was based on the KEGG database (http://www.genome.jp/ 

kegg/pathway.html; Krysciak et al. 2014). 

 

http://www.genome.jp/
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The differently regulated genes of the general metabolism in the two deletion mutants 

go well together with findings in other rhizobial species. In NGR234 genes linked to energy 

production, sugar uptake or respiration were significantly regulated (Krysciak et al. 2014). In 

other strains, QS could be linked to growth, nodulation efficiency and nodule development 

(Chen et al. 2003; Daniels et al. 2002; Gao et al. 2005; Gray et al. 1996; He et al. 2003; Hoang 

et al. 2004; Marketon, Gonzalez 2002).  

Over 50 regulated genes were linked to flagellum biosynthesis as well as genes for a type 

IV attachment pilus located on the chromosome and chemotaxis related genes. These genes 

were up-regulated in both investigated deletion mutants (Krysciak et al. 2014). The findings 

correlate with analyses in S. meliloti, where the flagellar genes are regulated in a QS-

dependent manner (Gao et al. 2012; Hoang et al. 2008), suggesting a pivotal role of the 

flagellar systems during root colonization but not during the main infection process. This 

hypothesis is supported by recently performed RNA sequencing analyses of NGR234 

bacteroids, where the flagellar system is found to be down-regulated inside the root nodules 

(Li et al. 2013). The observations for the type IV pilus were in line with the description of an 

altered surface motility phenotype of an S. meliloti sinI mutant and with observations of QS-

dependent type IV pilus expression in P. aeruginosa (Barken et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2005).  

NGR234 carries several clusters for the biosynthesis of exopolysaccharides (Schmeisser 

et al. 2009a). Four classes of these envelope-associated molecules are especially important 

for the development of a Rhizobium-legume symbiosis, namely cyclic β-(1,2)-glucans, outer 

membrane lipopolysaccharides (LPSs), external capsular polysaccharides (KPSs) and 

extracellular polysaccharides (EPSs) (Skorupska et al. 2006). The largest exopolysaccharide 

cluster of NGR234 harbors 31 genes, is located on pNGR234b and encodes for the synthesis 

of low-molecular-weight-exopolysaccharides (Chen et al. 1988; Streit et al. 2004). The 

majority of exo genes within this cluster are down-regulated in both deletion mutants. 

Interestingly, an rpoS-like noncoding RNA (ncRNA) encoded within the exo-cluster was 

strongly up-regulated on the antisense transcriptional level. The exact target is not described 

so far, but the strong regulation in both deletion mutants leads to the hypothesis that this 

ncRNA interacts with EPS biosynthesis and further suppresses the transcription of the 

indicated exo genes in the absence of AI molecules. It is worth mentioning that this 

particular ncRNA can only be found in other closely related broad host range strains like S. 

fredii USDA257 and HH103, but not in the closely related narrow host range strain S. meliloti 
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1021. In a final conclusion, it could be summarized that the regulatory mechanisms of the 

EPS synthesis are slightly different in broad host range strains compared to narrow host 

range strains, being probably one of the reasons for the difference in host ranges (Krysciak et 

al. 2014). In general, S. meliloti seems to be the best studies rhizobial strain with respect to 

the biosynthesis and regulation of EPS. In this strain EPS synthesis is controlled by the QS 

system, ExpR/SinI, underlining the results of NGR234 (Glenn et al. 2007; Hoang et al. 2004; 

Skorupska et al. 2006).  

The cofactor biosynthesis genes bioADBFZ and their regulator bioS as well as genes for 

the PQQ biosynthesis are all up-regulated in NGR234-ngrI but not in NGR234-traI 

(Krysciak et al. 2014). The bioS gene is unique to the sinorhizobia and in S. meliloti it is 

involved in the regulation of biotin-dependent processes and the survival under biotin 

starvation (Heinz et al. 1999; Streit, Phillips 1997). In an earlier report, a link between bioS 

regulation and the QS system in S. meliloti has already been hypothesized (Streit, Entcheva 

2003). Additionally to the bio gene regulation, the PQQ synthesis genes were up-regulated in 

NGR234-ngrI, which is a first finding of a link between PQQ biosynthesis and QS systems in 

rhizobia (Krysciak et al. 2014). So far, a link between quinolone synthesis and QS was only 

shown for P. aeruginosa, whereby in this strain the quinolone signal itself represents a third 

cell-to-cell communication system. It is linked to the other two AI-systems by regulatory 

crosstalk (Dubern, Diggle 2008; Lee, Zhang 2015; Pesci et al. 1999). These findings could 

probably give a first hint on the involvement of PQQ in QS of NGR234. 

NGR234 encodes a large number of secretion-related genes that were already described 

in detail (Schmeisser et al. 2009a). The T3SS-I of NGR234 is not regulated in the deletion 

mutant strains, but T3SS-II is partially down-regulated in NGR234-ngrI and NGR234-traI 

(Krysciak et al. 2014). T3SSs are described to be involved in the translocation of effector 

proteins directly into the cytoplasm of their eukaryotic host and are therefore important for 

bacterial virulence (Coburn et al. 2007). In NGR234 T3SS-I was found to be one of the key 

determinants of host range and regulated by the NodD1-SyrM1-NodD2-TstI-cascade. This is 

consistent with its independent regulation and now verified by the RNA sequencing data 

from the QS systems (Ausmees et al. 2004; Freiberg et al. 1997; Kobayashi et al. 2004; Marie 

et al. 2004; Viprey et al. 1998). The function of the second T3SS is not clear since deletion 

mutants did not lead to a symbiotic phenotype (Schmeisser et al. 2009). Finally, the 
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transcriptomic data did not allow a clear identification of the function of the T3SS-II; but the 

data indicated that its expression is regulated in a QS-dependent manner. 

6.2 Single cell analysis of autoinducer-dependent and -independent 

gene expression 

With respect to the above-made findings on a population wide level, we asked if similar 

patterns would be seen, when the expression of AI-dependent and -independent regulated 

genes is analyzed on a single cell level (Grote et al. 2014). Thereby, strong phenotypic 

heterogeneity with regard to the transcription of the selected genes was observed. The 

phenomenon of phenotypic heterogeneity attracts more and more attention as an essential 

parameter for the survival of bacterial populations in rapidly changing environments (see 

chapter 2.3 and Grote et al. 2015). First descriptions on phenotypic heterogeneity with 

reference to AI-systems were reported for V. fischeri and V. harveyi (Anetzberger et al. 2009; 

Anetzberger et al. 2012b; Perez, Hagen 2010). In V. fischeri, for example, the individual cells 

differ widely in the onset and intensity of bioluminescence that is directly linked to quorum 

sensing as described in chapter 2.3.1 (Perez, Hagen 2010). Like in V. fischeri not all cells are 

bioluminescing in a laboratory culture of V. harveyi (chapter 2.3.1 and Anetzberger et al. 

2009; Anetzberger et al. 2012b). 

Comparable to these two organisms, both AI synthase genes of NGR234 are subject to a 

heterogeneous expression in laboratory cultures. The maximum count of 74.1 % ± 9.1 % 

(PtraI::rfp) and 84.4 % ± 2.5 % (PngrI::rfp) of the cells in an ON mode were detected during 

stationary growth phase (see figure 2 in chapter 4). The heterogeneity of both AI synthase 

genes was significantly decreased either by the addition of high AI concentrations (3-oxo-C8-

HSL; 50 µM) or by the deletion of the corresponding AI synthase in the strain. This led to 

93.1 % ± 5.9 % of traI-ON cells and 98.4 % ± 1.0 % of ngrI-ON cells in case of the AI addition 

and 99.8 % ± 0.2 % traI-ON and 99.7 % ± 0.2 % of ngrI-ON cells in case of the corresponding 

deletion mutant NGR234-traI and NGR234-ngrI. When low amounts of AI (0.05 µM) 

were added, the heterogeneity between the cells was not significantly influenced (see figure 

4 in chapter 4). These findings support the assumption that NGR234 can distinguish between 

high and low concentrations of AI molecules. Further, it suggests that the phenotypic 

heterogeneity of the AI synthases is a well-controlled mechanism that depends on a 

stringent AI-concentration range. Candidate regulators for these processes are TraR, NgrR, 
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ExpR or any other LuxR solo encoded on the genome of NGR234. All mentioned genes 

possess an AI binding site within their protein sequence and are therefore able to bind AI 

molecules. This could lead to an AI dependent regulatory circuit influencing the phenotypic 

heterogeneity in NGR234 (Grote et al. 2014). 

Additional experiments with promoter fusions of further AI-dependent and -independent 

genes gave evidence for a heterogeneous expression of the QQ genes dlhR and qsdR, and 

genes linked to secretion apparatuses gspD and virB (Grote et al. 2014). In this context, it is 

worth knowing that on the basis of the RNA sequencing analyses described in chapter 6.1, 

dlhR, qsdR1 and virB were observed to be transcribed in an AI-independent manner, while 

gspD is transcribed AI-dependently (Krysciak et al. 2014). The results for the AI-dependent 

heterogeneous transcription described here go well together with the already mentioned 

descriptions made for the AI-dependent heterogeneous transcription of genes in V. harveyi 

(chapter 4 and Anetzberger et al. 2012b). In contrast to the AI-independent heterogeneous 

behavior of some genes in NGR234, no AI-independent genes are transcribed 

heterogeneously in V. harveyi. In this organism the phenotypic heterogeneity is restricted to 

genes that depend on AI signals (Anetzberger et al. 2012b). This leads to the assumption that 

additional factors beside the AI molecules control phenotypic heterogeneity in NGR234.  

Further, the addition of water- or methanol-soluble plant root exudates of 

V. unguiculata, a host of NGR234, and the proximity to roots of vital A. thaliana, which is not 

a host plant of NGR234, decreased the heterogeneity of both AI synthase genes leading to 

virtually only fluorescing cells in the population in case of both AI synthase promoter fusions 

(Figures 5 and 6 in chapter 4). These findings support the hypothesis that plants are able to 

control phenotypic heterogeneity of NGR234. Thereby, it p o a l  does t seem to play a 

role whether the plant is a potential symbiotic host for NGR234 or not. General signals, 

released by a wide variety of plants could be the ke  to the ho oge izatio  of NG‘ s 

metabolism, at least of the AI synthase genes. This hypothesis should probably be verified by 

testing more exudates of different plants (Grote et al. 2014).  

One of these plant-associated molecules could be octoptine. During the RNA sequencing 

analyses described in chapters 3 and 6.1, the moc cluster of NGR234 was differently 

regulated after induction with 50 µM AI. The moc cluster codes for genes involved in the 

catabolism of rhizopines and are therefore thought to be the corresponding genes to those 

in A. tumefaciens for the catabolism of octopine. Although plants are not able to synthesize 
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octopine per se in the plant roots, it is generally accepted that bacteriodic rhizobia are able 

to synthesize rhizopines to feed other free living rhizobia and thereby providing a growth 

advantage, so that rhizobia can outcompete rivaling bacteria, like the mechanism in 

A. tumefaciens (Murphy et al. 1988). Octopine itself was formerly linked to the QS pathway 

of A. tumefaciens (Oger et al. 1998) and it was recently demonstrated that opines provide 

cooperative A. tumefaciens cells within a group a fitness advantage over saprophytic cells 

(Platt et al. 2012). Since the symbiotic plasmid as well as the QS pathways of A. tumefaciens 

and NGR234 are closely related, the general influence of octopine on the QS system of 

NGR234 makes sense.  

In summary, results of this study suggest a heterogeneous transcription of AI synthase 

genes as well as of genes linked to or not linked to AI molecules of nearly all investigated 

genes. This suggestion implies that phenotypic heterogeneity is a more general mechanism 

of gene regulation in NGR234, based on very complex regulatory mechanisms and the 

involvement of not-yet-identified signal molecules. A second observation of plant signals 

controlling the heterogeneity of NGR234 leads to the conclusion that plants probably 

evolved a mechanism to control bacterial gene expression and are able to override bacterial 

QS signals. This mechanism may be a key to successful symbiosis (Grote et al. 2014). 

6.3 The copy number of the symbiotic plasmid controls the 

phenotypic heterogeneity in S. fredii NGR234 

To get a hint for the molecular mechanism of phenotypic heterogeneity in NGR234, RNA 

sequencing from a double deletion mutant NGR234-traI-ngrI as well as qPCR on 

genomic DNA from different NGR234 strains under differing culture conditions were 

performed.  

RNA sequencing analyses of NGR234-traI-ngrI were processed in triplicates and 

transcription results were compared to the wild type. In the analysis of the data, genes with 

a fold-change of  2.0 and an adjusted p-value of  0.5 were regarded as statistically 

significant and included in further evaluation. Altogether, more than 1,261 genes were 

differently regulated in NGR234-traI-ngrI, which is nearly 20 % of all predicted genes 

(Grote et al. unpublished). This was astonishing, since in the single deletion mutants less 

genes were regulated, i.e. 316 genes in NGR234-traI and 466 genes in NGR234-ngrI 

(Krysciak et al. 2014). The majority of the regulated genes (75 %) was upregulated. The 
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distribution of genes over the three replicons was unusual taken the size of each replicon 

into account (pNGR234a – 32.43 %; pNGR234b – 21.33 %; cNGR234 – 46.24 %). This was a 

striking observation, because these data state that 98 % of all predicted genes on the 

symbiotic plasmid are upregulated. Since this would mean that nearly every single gene on 

the symbiotic plasmid is regulated in dependence on quorum sensing, we wondered if there 

was another mechanism behind this observation.  

First, we tested, which transcriptional effects are triggered by the addition of apigenin, as 

a nod inducing flavonoid (Begum et al. 2001) and thereby a substance that is thought to take 

influence on the transcription of genes encoded on the symbiotic plasmid. Therefore, RNA 

sequencing analyses with cultures supplemented with apigenin were performed. As 

expected most apigenin-induced genes were located on the symbiotic plasmid, but these 

genes were less genes than in NGR234-traI-ngrI. In total 213 genes were differently 

regulated in the induced wild type culture. Further, tests with an apigenin-induced NGR234-

traI-ngrI showed additionally 743 differently regulated genes in comparison to the 

uninduced double mutant (Grote et al. unpublished). 

Second, the upregulation of parts of the genes encoded on the symbiotic plasmid should 

be verified. Thereby, promoter fusion studies with promoters of the nodABC gene cluster 

and the nopB gene showed an elevated expression level, measured through a lacZ fusion 

protein activity. This confirmed the elevated transcription rate of the symbiotic plasmid at 

least of these fusion genes. Additional tests for getting the extracellular protein profile of the 

nodulation outer proteins (Nops) of NGR234 and NGR234-traI-ngrI verified that nop 

gene products are excreted in a higher amount in NGR234-traI-ngrI compared to the 

wild type after induction with apigenin (Grote et al. unpublished and Table 4 and Figure 3 in 

chapter 5).  

Third, a closer look into the transcriptomic data unraveled the repABC genes encoded on 

the symbiotic plasmid among the strongest regulated genes in NGR234-traI-ngrI. These 

genes showed a 23-43-fold upregulation, while the average increase in transcription was 

7-fold. In addition to the repABC genes, two noncoding RNAs in the intergenic region 

between repB and repC were upregulated. In general the repABC operon is responsible for 

plasmids replication in many rhizobial isolates, whereby RepA/B are necessary for the active 

segregation/partitioning of the plasmid and RepC is responsible or the replication itself 

(Mazur, Koper 2012). Furthermore, transcripts were also mapped to the upstream region of 
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repA. A more detailed analysis of reads mapping to the intergenic region between traI and 

repA ide tified t o s all ope  eadi g f a es O‘Fs  that e e t des i ed previously. 

Although the synteny of the region around the origin of replication of pNGR234a to the one 

of A. tumefaciens’ Ti plasmid is very high, some differences were detected. In an analysis of 

intergenic regions of many rhizobial isolates, most isolates, like A. tumefaciens, only have an 

intergenic region of around 360 bp between traI and repA. In contrast to this NGR234, S. 

fredii HH103 and S. fredii USDA257 have an intergenic region that is 803 bp in length. These 

data could explain why the two identified ORFs are not or only in parts present in the other 

strains summarized in Table 2 in chapter 5 (Grote et al. unpublished). The two ORFs were 

named repX and repA0 and probably code for a 51 aa respectively 143 aa protein, if 

translated into a protein sequence (Grote et al. unpublished). Further investigations have to 

prove whether the ORFs are transcribed into proteins or whether they are regulatory RNAs. 

To test whether the upregulation of the repABC genes as well as the newly identified 

ORFs have an influence on the copy number of the symbiotic plasmid, RT-PCRs on the 

genomic DNA were performed. These tests showed a 2-3 fold increased copy number of the 

symbiotic plasmid in NGR234-traI-ngrI compared to the wild type. The addition of 

moderate concentrations of AI (0.05 µM and 5 µM) to cultures of the double deletion 

mutant led to a further increase in copy number to 3-4.6-fold. The addition of 50 µM AI to 

the culture medium finally led to an increase of up to 9-11 copies of symbiotic plasmid on 

average per cell compared to the uninduced wild type. While the moderate AI additions had 

equal effects on the wild type, the high concentration had no effect on the copy number of 

the symbiotic plasmid in NGR234. These results imply that some regulatory mechanisms in 

NGR234-traI-ngrI are different from those in NGR234 (Grote et al. unpublished). 

Different reasons for the upregulation of the copy number per cell in NGR234-traI-

ngrI exist. In general, the distribution of macromolecules between each daughter cell can 

vary significantly during cell cycling. In this context, polyploidy of prokaryotic cells is, for 

example, often triggered by host-bacteria interactions. The nitrogen fixing bacteroids of 

S. meliloti comprise multiple genomic copies to higher the nitrogen fixation functions (Jahn 

et al. 2015). The variable copy number of the chromosome of B. subtilis is crucial for the 

sporulation process and is regulated through QS (Chai et al. 2011; Jahn et al. 2015). In 

addition to the chromosomal copy number variation, the number of plasmids per cell is even 

more variable, which is often determined by the replication system (Jahn et al. 2015). It is 
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already known that in A. tumefaciens the copy number of the Ti plasmid was increased after 

the addition of the corresponding autoinducer molecule and depends on the regulation of 

the QS related regulator TraR (Pappas, Winans 2003). Additionally, the increased copy 

number could be linked to an increased tumorigenesis (Li, Farrand 2000b; Pappas 2008; 

Pappas, Winans 2003).  

The findings of A. tumefaciens are in part comparable to the results observed for NGR234. 

In NGR234, the copy number of the symbiotic plasmid is increased by the addition of AI like 

in A. tumefaciens. Additionally, the copy number is increased by the total lack of AI (in 

NGR234-traI-ngrI). In contrast to A. tumefaciens, the nodulation efficiency is not 

influenced by the increased copy number, since NGR234-traI-ngrI does not show a 

differing nodulation phenotype (Grote et al. unpublished).  

In another closely related strain, R. leguminosarum bv. viciae, the plasmid regulation 

genes are co-regulated with the plasmid transfer/QS system genes like the regulation 

network in A. tumefaciens. This could give first hints for the regulatory mechanism of 

plasmid copy number control in NGR234. In R. leguminosarum, repA was found to be 

transcribed from two different start sites, from which only one needs the activity of TraR, 

resulting in a shorter and a longer version of repA mRNA (McAnulla et al. 2007). With end 

point RT-PCR on cDNA from NGR234 and NGR234-traI-ngrI we showed that repX and 

repA0 are only transcribed in NGR234-traI-ngrI but not in the wild type strain. In 

addition, repA0 is transcribed independently from repA. This opposes the hypothesis, that 

NGR234 possesses a repA with to different lengths according to the situation in 

R. leguminosarum bv. viciae. Instead, NGR234 transcribes an additional ORF in dependence 

to the environmental conditions (Grote et al. unpublished). Further tests with an additional 

copy of the repA0 in a pBBR1MCS-2 vector inserted into NGR234 proved a direct impact on 

the copy number of the symbiotic plasmid. Under these circumstances the copy number of 

the symbiotic plasmid increases up to 3-4 copies per cell (Grote et al. unpublished).  

In summary, the described results in this chapter give a first hint on the regulatory 

mechanisms of the copy number of the symbiotic plasmid in NGR234. Furthermore, they 

give a first direction to the regulation of phenotypic heterogeneity. The copy number in the 

single AI deletion mutants increases up to 2-fold. At the same time, the phenotypic 

heterogeneity that is observed in the wild type strain is decreased and all cells turn into the 

ON-mode (Grote et al. 2014). From these findings it can be hypothesized that NGR234 has 
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mechanisms for regulating phenotypic heterogeneity of cells in a population. Some of these 

mechanisms are most likely directly related to the AI level of the surrounding environment. 

Furthermore, the strict regulation can easily be disturbed by taking influence on the quorum 

sensing system or the available types of AI molecules, e.g. by deleting AI synthase genes or 

adding AI molecules to the medium. 

Besides the effects on phenotypic heterogeneity, a biological significance could be linked 

to this phenomenon. In a root hair curling assay, extracted culture supernatant of NGR234-

traI-ngrI was able to induce root hair curling of V. unguiculata after 24 h induction 

although the nod genes were not specifically induced by a plant excreted flavonoid. 

Extracted supernatants of the wild type did not lead to a root hair curling phenotype when 

cultivated under the same uninduced conditions. This induction has no influence on the final 

nodule number, but could probably help NGR234 to be faster in nodulating host plants than 

other strains and it would eventually overcome host restriction. This could be an additional 

explanation for the broad host range of NGR234, being able to start the nodulation process 

without flavonoid, by elevating the number of symbiotic plasmids per cell (Grote et al. 

unpublished). 
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